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CHAPARRAL H2O G E TO N B OA R D

Take everything you know about Chaparral and put it under a spotlight that focuses on value. What you’ll see is H2O. Six boats...one standard of Chaparral excellence. Why has Chaparral dominated the 18-

to 21-foot size range? H2O mixes a fifty year heritage of boat building excellence with the latest in style, features and innovation. Add in our Extended V-Plane hull design and the H2O Series delivers 

performance rivals only dream about. Additionally, our Real Deal package pricing—including the trailer—takes all the guesswork out of buying a new boat. The price is the price. Period. Built with pride in

Nashville, Georgia, our manufacturing facility mixes state-of-the-art computerized manufacturing equipment with the hand-crafted excellence of the world’s finest boat builders. At your local Chaparral dealership

you will experience first-rate customer service. Chaparral has been recognized by the National Marine Manufacturer’s Association (NMMA) for outstanding customer service for eight consecutive years. 
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CHAPARRAL H2O THE TRAILER IS INCLUDED 
We’re 100 percent serious when we say we take the hassle out of the boat buying. That’s why we’ve taken care of

everything...including the trailer. And it’s not just any ordinary trailer. All of our H2O offerings come standard with a

black powder-coated trailer with disc brakes (optional on 18s). Key features include a folding tongue jack and 

submersible LED lights. A swing away tongue saves space in tight garages or storage areas. Noteworthy trailer 

options include a spare tire kit and an aluminum trailer upgrade. 
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SUN LOUNGE
Consider the full-width aft lounge 

your personal tanning salon.  

INTEGRATED SWIM PLATFORM
The platform is designed close to the water
for convenient access and superior styling.  

TELESCOPIC LADDER
The three step ladder with top-rung grab
handle is mounted starboard side and
stows inside its own compartment.

HINGED WALK-THRU
No soggy footprints on the upholstery

while getting in and out of an H2O when
using the hinged walk-thru.  

ENGINE COMPARTMENT
Dual gas shocks provide excellent 
support for service. Acoustical 

insulation keeps the decibels down.

INSULATED ICE CHEST 
The insulated under-seat ice chest is
easily accessible and drains so melted

ice is never a problem.

ERGONOMIC SEATING
Swivel bucket seats are mounted on raised

platforms for added stability. Lumbar 
support is a plus on long distance trips.

IN-FLOOR STORAGE
Hinged for one-handed access and wide

enough to stow watersports gear. A 
rubber floor mat adds protection.

FIBERGLASS HELM
Strong, built to last and glare free. Glass
lens gauges resist scratching. Full-height
windshield has stainless steel stanchions.

CONSOLE STORAGE
Standard or optional, depending on the
model, big carry-ons stow neatly away in
large port and starboard helm consoles.

SECURITY GRAB HANDLES
Grab handles are in the bow, port 

console and within reach of back seat 
passengers. Stainless Steel on 19s and 21s.

BOW STORAGE
Carry-ons stow out of the way under
both port and starboard bow cushions.

Notice the drainage channels.

WIDE BOW WALKWAY
Getting in and out of an H20 is easy. 
Diamond non-skid adds a secure feel.

CUSTOM LOGO CLEATS
The custom-made, stainless steel

cleats are exclusive to the H2O Series.

PORT CONSOLE
The port console has a safety grab 

handle and a glove box which houses 
a stereo with MP3 and USB ports.

CHAPARRAL H2O SPORT A LOOK INSIDE BOATING’S BEST VALUE

DIAMOND NON-SKID
Sure footed in slippery areas.  
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MOTORGUIDE TROLLING MOTOR
Considered the premier name in trolling 
motors. Wireless foot remote standard.

CONVERTIBLE BOW SEATING
Reposition the backseat bucket as a swivel 
fishing chair on the forward casting platform. 

GUNWALE ROD STORAGE
Rods stow in horizontal gunwale holders. Note

the molded Chaparral logo accent.

INSULATED LIVEWELL
Huge 70-quart cooler converts to a handy

livewell that’s almost double the size of rivals.

CONVERTIBLE AFT SEATING
Dual purpose jump seats don’t rob valuable
storage space like rivals that offer separate
fishing seats. Fish from a huge platform area.

CONVERTIBLE AFT SEATING
Dual purpose jump seats don’t rob valuable
storage space like rivals that offer separate
fishing seats. Fish from a huge platform area.

CONVERTIBLE AFT SEATATA ING
Dual purpose jump seats don’t rob valuable
storage space like rivals that offer separate
fishing seats. Fish from a huge platftft orm area.

CHAPARRAL H2O SKI & FISH YOU’RE HOOKED

FISHING SKIING 
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18SPORT
Your boating journey begins here. Whether the 18 Sport is your first boat or you’re a

seasoned veteran, Chaparral offers the quality, style and performance you can only get

from the leading name on the water. Our most affordable package comes complete with

a trailer and an array of price defying standard equipment. Question number one is 

always “Will it pull skiers and wake boarders?” Yes. Given the price, you may expect we

cut corners in construction. No way. Quad radial lamination is time-tested. Our upholstery

features color match accents and is known for its outstanding quality. All of our high

quality vinyl features Nano Block™ technology which provides a protective barrier against

stains and harmful sun rays.

18’4”
5.59M

LENGTH

2,300 
1,043KG

WEIGHT

13” 
33CM

DRAFT UP

25 
95L

FUEL

7’6”    
2.29M

BEAM

lbs gal
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18SKI&FISH
So much boat for so little investment. What’s your pleasure? In an 18 Ski & Fish you

can camp, wakeboard, cruise, ski, fish and tube all in the same boat. Ingenious flexible

seating converts the 18 SF from a sport boat to a serious fishing machine in minutes.

Inside, we thought of everything so your weekends can include almost anything. Anglers

will appreciate the secure non-skid flooring, live bait well, dual elevated casting platform

seats and gunwale rod storage. A Garmin Fish Finder is a must-have option. Wake-

boarders will love the low-speed stability, high flying wakes and integrated swim platform.

Built right, only Chaparral could build an 18-foot bowrider with high quality upholstery,

Quad Radial lamination and a trailer at this price.

18’4”
5.59M

LENGTH

2,420 
1,098KG

WEIGHT

13” 
33CM

DRAFT UP

25 
95L

FUEL

7’6”   
2.29M

BEAM

lbs gal
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19’4”     
5.89M

LENGTH

2,540    
1,152KG

WEIGHT

13” 
33CM

DRAFT UP

30     
114L

FUEL 

7’6”
2.29M

BEAM

lbs gal

19SPORT
Exceptional value meets Chaparral innovation in the widely popular H2O 19 Sport. Step 

onboard and experience the Chaparral difference everywhere you look...from the well

ailored upholstery, to the stainless steel hardware, to the space efficient layout. Set against

a fiberglass helm, a simple yet high tech dash comes complete with fog resistant gauges

and premium toggle switches. Stash your carry-ons under the seats, in the helm and in an

extra wide floor locker. Key options include snap-in carpet and a Velocity folding arch tower

that can be equipped with board racks or a Bimini top. On the water, the 19 Sport is primed

for cruising, watersports or finding a remote beach for a rafting party. Aft, the integrated swim

platform features a starboard side three step telescopic boarding ladder.
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19SKI&FISH
With a 19 Ski & Fish and you don’t have to go looking for excitement, it’s going to find you.

Equal parts first-rate fishing machine and power-packed family runabout, the 19SF is the

ultimate multi-purpose boat in this size range. Adjustable bucket seats combine with stylish

dash ergonomics and Extended V-Plane performance to create an unmatched driving 

experience. Put the throttle down and enjoy Chaparral performance at its affordable best.

Chaparral DNA stands out in detail areas like eight stainless steel drink holders, loom

wrapped wiring, cockpit lights and circuit breakers instead of fuses. An aerated livewell,

gunwale rod storage and a trolling motor are all standard. Carry-ons stow under the seats

and in a large floor locker. A starboard console storage compartment is optional. 

19’4”
5.89M

LENGTH

2,660 
1,207KG

WEIGHT

13” 
33CM

DRAFT UP

30 
114L

FUEL

7’6”    
2.29M

BEAM

lbs gal
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21SPORT
Ready. Set. Go H2O. The 21 Sport delivers more boat, more performance and more fun

than more expensive rivals in this size range. Attention to detail is first rate with cockpit

LED lighting, diamond pattern non-skid, an anchor locker, tilt steering and an automatic

bilge pump all standard. The non-glare two toned fiberglass dash features a vinyl brow,

premium instrumentation and a drink holder. A full height windshield combines with an

optional bow weather door to provide excellent all-season protection. Stainless steel

hardware is strong and built to last. Setup for all types of watersports, the 21 Sport is at

its tow boat best with an optional black or white folding arch tower that can be upgraded

with fixed board racks.

21’     
6.40M

LENGTH

3,100     
1,406KG

WEIGHT

15” 
38CM

DRAFT UP

40     
151L

FUEL 

8’4”
2.54M

BEAM

lbs gal
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21SKI&FISH
Zero in on the 21 Fish and Ski and you’re really getting two boats in one. You won’t find a

better value in this widely popular size range. Onboard, go from sportboat mode to fishing

mode in nothing flat. In the fishing set-up, raised platforms offer uninterrupted casting access.

In ski or cruise mode, the 21SF is responsive, efficient and exciting. Upfront, wraparound

backrest cushions are supportive and comfortable. Well-equipped at the Real Deal price,

key upgrades include Ultra Comfort flip-up bucket seats, a platform mat and a fish finder.

Best-in-class storage can be found under the seats, in a wide floor locker and in both helm

consoles. Chaparral quality is revealed in unseen areas like loom wrapped wiring, triple-o-

ring connectors and a time tested Quad Radial lamination process.

21’
6.40M

LENGTH

3,350 
1,520KG

WEIGHT

15” 
38CM

DRAFT UP

40 
151L

FUEL

8’4”   
2.54M

BEAM

lbs gal
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216 • 225 • 226 • 246
SSi is the most award winning line of boats in marine industry history. For good
reason. Unique style lines start at the bow and continue to the swim platform
styling. All of the boats feature a forward anchor locker, custom bucket seats,
molded fiberglass gunwales and stainless steel grab handles. At the helm, a
hand-stitched vinyl brow adds a touch of class. Aft, all SSi bowriders feature a
full-width sun pad that converts to a chaise lounge and also has a flip-up 
cushion for walk-thru access.

224 • 244 • 264 • 284
We coined the term “sportdeck” when we introduced our Sunesta line. Deck
boat didn’t do it justice. Sport boat was too limiting. Sunesta is all about living
the dream. All Sunestas feature an enclosed head and a wet bar (standard or
optional). In the bow, Wide Tech technology gives you adult-sized legroom. We
defy you to find a line of boats with more cargo space. Dry riding freeboard 
creates a safe feel. The helm is both high class and high tech. Aft, a unique 
U-Slide lounge can be positioned as a seat, sun pad or a chaise. 

210 • 210SF • 230 • 250 
Designed for fresh and saltwater waterways, our all new SunCoast Series
brings Chaparral’s patented brand of quality and style to the world of outboard
sport decks. An innovative wraparound swim platform blends the engine 
beautifully into the hull profile. It’s a modern, streamlined look the bolt-on-
transom guys envy. Durable. Seaworthy. Cavernous storage. Huge seating 
capacity. Enclosed head. Real Deal pricing. Add it all up and you’ve got the
hottest new line of outboards on the water. 

203VR • 203VRX • 223VR • 223VRX 
243VR • 243VRX

Vortex is the talk of the boating world. The fact is we’re not just building jet
boats, but a Chaparral with jet power. What’s the difference? Plenty. 
Construction quality is up. Fit and finish has never been better. Inside, 
Chaparral innovation comes to the forefront with Oasis lounge seating, vibrant
color choices and our new award winning Aerial Surf Platform (ASP). On the
water, nothing accelerates, corners or excites like a Vortex jet boat. 

227 • 257 • 257SE • 277 • 287 • 307 • 337
You’ve just arrived at the top of the line in family sportboats. Highlighted by the
introduction of our incredible new 227 and 337, the SSX Series is at the 
pinnacle of boating excellence. No expense is spared in our quest to build the
best boat money can buy. No feature is overlooked. No detail is too small. At
the helm, you’ll find advanced technology wrapped in exceptional elegance.
Enclosed heads second to none. All of the boats feature clever multi-position
seating, best-in-class storage and walk thru transom access.

270 • 290 • 310 • 330  
In the market for a top tier cruiser? Go Signature. All Signature cruisers show-
case luxurious hand stitched diamond pattern cockpit upholstery. Designed for
entertaining, cockpit wet bars, insert tables and a host of drink holders help get
the party started. Belowdecks, discerning buyers can pick from assorted 
premium fabrics and materials. In the galley, stainless steel appliances create
a striking contrast with solid surface countertops. Finally, all Signature aft cabins
offer adult sized sleeping accommodations. 

Other models in our 2016 fleet...

210 • 210SF • 230 • 250

3VR • 203VRX • 223VR • 223

216 225 226 246

24 244 264 284

270 290 310 330
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www.chaparralboats.com
Ready to dial in the perfect H2O for your family? Does another boat in our portfolio pique your interest?
Want to learn more? Chaparralboats.com is your link to Everything Chaparral. From our H2O Series to the
world’s premier cruisers, online we detail our entire 2016 fleet. Thorough specifications. Detailed photos.
Insightful descriptions. Exciting videos. Boating insights you can’t get anywhere else. Learn about the 
company. Consider the standard and optional equipment. Build your exact dream boat online. Or find your
local service-minded Chaparral dealer. Thirty five different models...one Chaparral standard of excellence.
It’s all there at Chaparralboats.com.
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WWW.CHAPARRALBOATS. COM • NASHVILLE, GA, USA • 229-686-7481
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RECOGNIZED 8 YEARS IN A ROW  FOR CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
BY THE NATIONAL MARINE MANUFACTURER’SASSOCIATION 




